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Immigrants Admitted to the United States, Fiscal Years 1900 to 1996
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tion to the world of work are quite limited (see, for example, Suárez-Orozco and
Suárez-Orozco 2000). So is the work on the cultural processes of change generated by large-scale immigration. This is in part because labor economists, demographers, and sociologists have set the tone of the current research agenda—
while anthropologists, psychologists, legal scholars, and scholars of the health
sciences have played a more modest role.
Large-scale immigration is at once the cause and consequence of profound
social, economic, and cultural transformations.1 To analytically differentiate between the two is important. While the claim has been made that there are powerful economic interests in having a large pool of foreign workers (a major cause
20
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Immigrants Admitted, Top Countries
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grant generation (outsiders looking for a way in), the second generation (Americanized insiders), the third and fourth generations (the Roots generation in
search of symbolic ethnicity), and so on, all had their assigned roles in this telling of the immigrant saga.
The dominant narratives of immigrant assimilation were structured by three
reasonable assumptions: the clean break assumption, the homogeneity assumption,
and the progress assumption. These assumptions need to be reexamined in light
of some of the distinct features characterizing the latest wave of immigration.
First, immigration was theorized to take place in clearly delineated waves
(versus ongoing flows) between two more or less remote, bounded, geopolitical
/
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Mean Risk Behavior by Ethnic Group and Immigrant Status
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often involve the trade of illegal substances and are associated with gangs and
neighborhood violence. This ethos—not white middle-class Protestant European
American culture—is the primary point of reference for many poor immigrant
children of color today.
When poverty is combined with racial segregation, the outcomes can be devastating.
No matter what their personal traits or characteristics, people who grow
up and live in environments of concentrated poverty and racial isolation
are more likely to become teenage mothers, drop out of school, achieve
only low levels of education, and earn lower adult incomes. (Massey and
Denton 1993)
Today’s global economy is unforgiving of immigrants without skills and credentials. Furthermore, low-skill service jobs not only lead nowhere in status hierarchy but also fail to provide for basic family needs. Indeed, among new immigrants, a pattern of declining returns to education means that with more
schooling they will be getting less rewards in the posteducation opportunity
structure than ever before in the history of U.S. immigration (see Myers 1998,
188). The high school graduate who bypasses college and enters the workforce
with no special skills has only a limited advantage over the high school dropout
(see Murnane 1996).
Poor, low-skilled immigrants of color have few options but to send their children to schools in gang-infested drug and prostitution neighborhoods.14 Too
/
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Percentage of Population with Less Than Ninth Grade Completed, by
Origin in 2000 (Population Twenty-Five Years and Over)
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many such schools can be characterized as sites overwhelmed by a culture of
violence.15 Many newly arrived immigrant youth find themselves deeply marginalized in toxic schools that offer inferior education.16
In the long term, many poorly educated immigrant youth of color coming
from low-skilled backgrounds will face serious odds. Intense segregation, inferior schools, violent neighborhoods, and structural and interpersonal racism conspire to snuff the immigrants’ most precious asset: hope and optimism about the
future.17

CULTURE AND ASSIMILATION
This latest wave of immigration has rekindled the eternal American debate
about long-term consequences of large-scale immigration. Some worry about its
economic implications, while many others focus on the cultural implications.
These cultural concerns rest on a somewhat flawed understanding of culture.
To differentiate between two broad spheres of culture—instrumental and expressive—is sometimes useful, analytically. Instrumental culture consists of the
skills, competencies, and social behaviors required to successfully make a living
and contribute to society. Expressive culture is the realm of values, worldviews,
and patterning of interpersonal relations that give meaning and sustain the
sense of self. Taken together, these qualities of culture generate shared meanings
34
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TABLE 1.1
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Foreign born

Foreign Born as Percentage of Total U.S. Population
1880

1900

1920

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

13.3

13.6

13.3

6.9

5.4

4.7

6.2

8.6

10.4*

*2000 foreign born population ⳱ 28.4 million.
Source: Author’s compilation based on Harvard Immigration Projects, 2000.

of large-scale immigration), immigration nevertheless generates anxieties and at
times even fans the fires of xenophobia (a major consequence of large-scale immigration). Two broad concerns have set the parameters of debate over immigration scholarship and policy in the United States and Europe: the economic
and sociocultural consequences of large-scale immigration.
Recent economic arguments have largely focused on three areas: the impact of
large-scale immigration on the wages of native workers (do immigrants depress
the wages of native, especially minority, workers?); the fiscal implications of
large-scale immigration (do immigrants pay their way taxwise or are they are
burden, consuming more in publicly funded services than they contribute?); and
the redundancy of immigrants, especially poorly educated and low-skilled
workers, in new knowledge-intensive economies that are far less labor intensive
than the industrial economies of yesterday.2
Reducing the complexities of the new immigration to economic factors can be
limiting. An emerging consensus is that the economic implications of large-scale
immigration are ambiguous. Research shows that immigrants generate benefits
in certain areas (including worker productivity) and costs in others (especially in
fiscal terms). Furthermore, we must not lose sight of the fact that the U.S. economy is so large, powerful, and dynamic that immigration will neither make nor
break it. The total size of the U.S. economy is $7 trillion; immigrant-related economic activities are a small portion of that total (an estimated domestic gain of
$1 billion to $10 billion a year, according to an NRC study) (National Research
Council 1997).
That the most recent wave of immigration is made up largely of non-European, non–English speaking “people of color” arriving in unprecedented numbers from Asia, the Caribbean, and Latin America (see table 1.3 and figure 1.3) is
at the heart of current arguments over the sociocultural consequences of immigration. While debates over immigration’s economic consequences are largely
focused on the aforementioned three areas of concern, debate over the sociocultural implications of large-scale immigration is more diffused. Some scholars
have focused on language issues, including bilingual education: Are they learning English? Others examine the political consequences of large-scale immigration: Are they becoming American in letter and spirit? Yet others focus on immigrant practices that are unpalatable in terms of the cultural models and social
practices of the mainstream population: the eternal issues here are female genital
cutting, arranged marriages, and, in Europe especially, the veil.
22
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TABLE 1.2
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Percentage of Foreign Born by Region of Origin
1880

1920

1950

1980

2000

Europeans

97

93.6

89.3

49.6

15

Asians

1.6

1.7

2.65

18

25

Latin Americans

1.3

6.3

31

51

4.2

Source: Author’s compilation based on Harvard Immigration Projects, 2000.

RETHINKING ASSIMILATION
Old ideas about immigrant assimilation and acculturation—first articulated to
make sense of the experiences of the transatlantic migrants of a century ago—
naturally have been dusted off and tried out on new arrivals. In this case, applying the old to the new is not simply a reflex, but rather suggests that thinking
about immigration in the United States is always, explicitly or implicitly, a comparative exercise: the here and now of the new immigration versus the mythicohistoric record (Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-Orozco 2000). This is a record where
equal parts of fact, myth, and fantasy combine to produce a powerful cultural
narrative along the following lines: (1) poor but (2) hardworking European peasants (3) pulling themselves up by their bootstraps (4) willingly gave up their
counterproductive Old World views, values, and languages (if not their accents!)
to (5) become prosperous, proud, and loyal Americans.3
Since the United States is arguably the only postindustrial democracy in the
world where immigration is at once history and destiny, every new wave of
immigration reactivates an eternal question: How do the new immigrants measure up to the old immigrants? This was asked one hundred years ago when the
new immigrants were Irish, Italians, and Eastern Europeans and the old immigrants were English (see figure 1.2). The recurring answer is predictable. New
immigrants always fail the comparative test by falling short of the mythico-historic standards set by earlier immigrants. Hence the most basic rule governing
public attitudes about immigration: we love immigrants at a safe historical distance but are much more ambivalent about those joining us in the here and now
(Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-Orozco 2000).
Thus the question many are asking today is, are the new immigrants of color
recreating the structures of the foundational mythico-historic narrative, the
grammar of which was articulated in Irish, Italian, and Eastern European accents
in the streets and docks of the Lower East Side of Manhattan one hundred years
ago? Or is today’s unprecedented racial and cultural diversity—more than one
hundred languages now are spoken by immigrant children in New York City
schools—generating an entirely new script? Is what we hear today an incomprehensible Babelesque story, not only unlike anything we heard before but
/
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TABLE 1.3

/

Region of Birth of Foreign-Born Population
Region of Birth Reported

Year

Total

Europe

Asia

Africa

Oceania

Latin America

1900
1960
1970
1980
1990

10,341,276
9,738,091
9,619,302
14,079,906
19,767,316

8,881,548
7,256,311
5,740,891
5,149,572
4,350,403

120,248
490,996
824,887
2,539,777
4,979,037

2,538
35,355
80,143
199,723
363,819

8,820
34,730
41,258
77,577
104,145

137,458
908,309
1,803,970
4,372,487
8,407,837

Source: Author’s compilation based on Harvard Immigration Projects, 2000.

quite likely to contribute to our already polarized race relations and chronic
underclass problems? Will today’s new arrivals be like our mythical immigrant
ancestors and assimilate, becoming loyal and proud Americans? Or, conversely,
will they by sheer force of numbers redefine what it is to be an American?
Much of the analytic—as well as emotional—framework for approaching the
topic of immigration was developed as the young nation was in the process of
metabolizing the great transatlantic European immigration wave of a century
ago. Ideas about assimilation and acculturation (often used interchangeably)
were first introduced in the social sciences to examine the processes of social and
cultural change set in motion as immigrants began their second journey: insertion into mainstream American life (see Park and Burgess 1965; Gordon 1964;
Alba and Nee 1997). The basic theme in the narratives of assimilation and acculturation theories that came to dominate the social sciences predicted that immigration sets in motion a process of change that is directional—indeed, unilinear—nonreversible, and continuous.
The direction or aim of the process was said to be structural assimilation
(typically operationalized in terms of social relations and participation in the
opportunity structure) and acculturation (typically operationalized in terms of
language, values, and cultural identifications) into what was the prize at immigration’s finish line: the middle-class, white, Protestant, European American
framework of the dominant society.4 The process as narrated in the social science
literature seemed to neatly follow the van Gennepian structural code: separation
(from social relations and from participation in the opportunity structure of the
country or culture of origin), marginality (residential, linguistic, economic, especially during the earlier phases of immigration and acute among the first generation), and finally, a generation or two after immigration, incorporation into the
social structures and cultural codes of the mainstream.
The process of change was said to be nonreversible in that once an immigrant
group achieved the goals of acculturation and structural assimilation, there is, so
to speak, no going back. This is in part because scholars of immigrant change
conceptualized it as a dual process of gain (new culture, participation in new
social structures) and loss (old culture, old social structures). Lastly, the process
was said to be continuous because it took place transgenerationally. The immi24
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About Women, About Culture
TABLE 12.1

/

Arguments About Gender, Human Rights, and Culture

Liberal

Culture Defender

Cultural defenses hurt women.

Liberals neglect gender domination in
their own societies.

Cultural defenses only help those already
in power.

Cultural defenses preserve settings for human flourishing.

Cultural defenses reflect condescension or
guilt about the Third World.

Liberal rights risk abandoning girls, while
liberal theorists offer nothing to sustain
the girls’ identity and dignity in return.

Traditional women, when given a choice,
like what liberalism offers: women can
find community even as they explore
and seize liberal rights; [socialization of
individual choice itself is different from
socialization without it]; recognizing the
social dimension of desire should not
lead to abandoning the priority of individual choice, but rather should enable
reforms of moral education and laws and
institutions constraining women.

Horror stories violate indigenous norms
too; but choice is problematic because it
is too individualistic and neglects the
group in which meanings are made; why
should the individual and individual
choice be paramount when it undermines or undervalues the group?; everyone is socialized more than individually
capable of choice.

Internal group hierarchies prevent women
from shaping social practices, so why
should women be stuck with those practices?

Internal group hierarchies pale before
hierarchies between Western and Third
World nations, and between majorities
within Western countries and their
minority groups; minority group
members understandably and rightly
choose group solidarity against larger
domination.

Group practices and beliefs change, so law
should not be used to freeze minority
practices or exempt them from universal
human rights.

Group practices and beliefs change, so
outsiders should refrain from using individual rights to alter traditional groups.

[Contests can always occur within a culture about what its practices are, so to
use law (through cultural defenses or exemptions from human rights) to prefer
one version over others in any way that
interferes with individual rights is
wrong.]

[Contests can always occur within a culture about what its practices are, so to
use law to arm some—through individual rights—against others is wrong.]

(Table continues on p. 260.)
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/

Continued

Liberal
[Western rights evolved over time, so to
point out how needed they are elsewhere
is no insult.]

Culture Defender
Western rights evolved over time in specific circumstances, so there is no reason
to believe that their current particular
form is well-suited to respond to oppressions in alien societies and cultures.
The mutability of culture should remind
Western and other dominant groups to
reform their own—and leave reform of
others to their respective members.

Women neither choose their culture nor
necessarily endorse its norms unless they
have genuine choices—meaning attractive alternatives and the capacity to
choose among them.

[This yet again elevates the individual and
individual choice over all other goods,
including the texture of a culture and interdependence of a group.]
[In addition, genuine concerns about enhancing women’s capacities for choice
would support internal reform movements and also address the material and
social contexts in which they live rather
than use the superimposing individual
rights and constraining cultural
practices.]

Source: Author’s compilation.

clashes and accommodations? Those who emphasize concerns for women reflect
their own priorities, stemming from their own experiences and cultural contexts.
If debaters consulted members of immigrant communities or residents in
Third World countries—even small groups of the women in these settings—and
asked them about their priorities, would these individuals choose the circumstances of women above all others? Would they pick the means of individual
rights above all others? What if, instead, they pick as their priority economic
equity for their entire group when compared with other groups? (Bhabha 1999,
81; Sassen 1999, 77–78; An-Na’im 1999, 59, 62; Halley 1999, 100, 103–4).12 Or
what if they do focus on a women’s issue, such as domestic violence, but prefer
to draw on village tradition over liberal rights, so as not to exit or destroy their
group in order to address the problem? (Sadasivan 2000, 6–9). To assume that
these kinds of choices would be mistaken—indeed, to bypass such choices and
simply assert an outsider’s preference—is to engage in the kind of imposition
that the rhetoric of choice should render problematic. This will only seem unproblematic to those whose power is sufficiently great that they do not even see
the coincidence between their interests and the way decisions are debated and
made.
260
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TABLE 15.1

/

Timeline of Media and Legal Developments in the United States

1992 to 1993

Debates in U.S. news (Rosenthal, Walker, Mekuria, Dawit, et al.)

1993

Warrior Marks book & film (after Possessing the Secret of Joy in
1992)

1993

Congresswoman Schroeder and Senator Reid propose federal legislation prohibiting and criminalizing FGM

March 1994

Oluloro case

December 1994

Kassindja arrives in United States and is detained

1995 to 1996

Kassindja campaign

June 1996

Kassindja granted asylum

September 1996

Congress passes law (takes effect six months later)

Fall 1996

Harborview controversy

March 1997

Abankwah arrives in United States and is detained

Spring 1998 to 1999

Abankwah campaign

August 1999

Abankwah granted asylum

Source: Author’s compilation.

months later, she bought a fake passport and continued to the United States,
hoping to be given political asylum and contact an uncle in New Jersey.
On arrival in December, she asked for political asylum and was sent to a
detention center. Her first hearing was in Philadelphia in late August 1995, argued by Layli Miller Bashir, then a law student at American University who had
worked on the case for some months as a clerk for the lawyer Kassindja’s cousin
had retained. Asylum was denied—Kassindja’s account was found inconsistent
and not credible. Miller Bashir sought help with the appeal from Surita Sandosham of Equality Now, an organization dedicated to action for women, human rights, and refugees, and from Karen Musalo, acting head of the International Human Rights Clinic at American University. Sandosham “agreed to work
her media and political contacts to bring attention to the case” (Dugger 1996b,
B6) and Musalo agreed to handle the appeal pro bono.
A request for parole in mid-October was denied a month later; an appeal brief
and accompanying affadavits were submitted in early December. The case was
mentioned briefly in a New York Times article around the same time. Equality
Now had Kassindja write notes to key reporters, and coverage began to increase
in 1996. They also organized letters from Congress to the attorney general and a
316
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TABLE 15.2

/

Timeline of Fauziya Kassindja Case

January 1993

Kassindja’s father dies

October 1994

Kassindja flees home during wedding period; leaves Togo for
Germany

December 17, 1994

Arrives in the U.S.; on illegal entry, sent to NJ detention
center

August 1995

First hearing in Philadelphia, represented by Miller Bashir;
asylum denied

Fall 1995

Miller Bashir seeks help from Sandosham of Equality Now
and Musalo of American University’s International Human
Rights Clinic. Musalo takes on appeal; Equality Now agrees
to help

October 1995

Request for release on parole

November 1995

Request for release on parole denied

Fall 1995 to Spring 1996

Equality Now mounts letter writing campaign to U.S. Justice
Department and contacts members of Congress and media
(including Mann of Washington Post and Dugger of New
York Times)

December 1995

Appeal brief and affadavits filed; first brief mention of case
in New York Times: Equality Now has Kassindja write notes
to reporters

March 1996

Writ of habeas corpus filed; Washington Post article, then
other coverage

April 1996

In the United States:

April 5

Justice Department brief filed defending continued detention
(risk for flight)

Mid-April

New York Times stories by Rosenthal and Dugger add to attention and pressure to release

April 24

Kassindja released from detention pending resolution of appeal; soon after, Kassindja appears on Nightline, CNN, CBS;
Gloria Steinem and others meet and champion Kassindja

April 1996

Meanwhile in Togo:
US Embassy in Lomé a) sends staff to interview Kassindja family; b) sends Justice Department a study on inci(Table continues on p. 318.)
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TABLE 15.2

/

Continued
dence in Togo; c) contacts Suzanne Aho, director of Togo’s
Office for Protection and Promotion of the Family, who talks
to Kassindja’s father’s brother

May 2

Appeal heard

June 13

Political asylum granted

Source: Author’s compilation.

public letter-writing campaign. The first full news article on the case appeared in
the Washington Post in mid-March, just after Kassindja’s lawyers filed a writ of
habeas corpus trying to get her released. In April, the Justice Department defended continued detention. That same month, the U.S. embassy in Togo sent
staff to interview Kassindja’s family in Kpalimé; contacted Suzanne Aho, director of Togo’s Office for Protection and Promotion of the Family (part of the
Ministry for the Promotion of Women and for Social Services), who also spoke
with Kassindja’s uncle; and sent the Justice Department a new report on the
incidence of “female genital cutting” in Togo (Dugger 1996b).
Further media attention came in the wake of the Post article, including a column by A. M. Rosenthal in the 12 April New York Times. The Times reporter Celia
Dugger visited Kassindja in mid-April 1996 and published the first of several
front-page stories on 15 April, catapulting the case into full media scrutiny. Kassindja was released from detention nine days later, “because she has developed
in recent months strong ties to religious and human rights groups who have
promised to support her and insure she shows up for legal hearings,” and because “an April 15 article in the New York Times detailing the case and the conditions of her detention led to a public outcry, a barrage of news accounts, and the
promise of continuing protests by an array of advocacy groups” (Dugger 1996a).
Coverage continued, with television appearances for Kassindja on Nightline,
CNN, and CBS, and support from such public figures as Gloria Steinem.
Kassindja’s appeal was heard in early May; the decision granting her asylum
was issued in mid June. Dugger did an extensive follow-up in the Times in September (1996b), after visiting Togo and interviewing Kassindja’s relatives and
government officials. Among developments and repercussions in Togo: Kassindja’s mother asks forgiveness from her husband’s brother; he holds a contentious meeting of the extended family about abandoning female genital modification, since the attention is “spoiling the family reputation”; and Fauziya receives
a substantial book contract. Dugger also learns that in recent years, girls in
Koussountou are being circumcised between the ages of four and seven instead
of in their teens due to opposition to the practice. Dugger continued to write
about “female genital cutting” until the end of 1996, focusing on Côte d’Ivoire,
the new congressional law, and finally, on African immigrants in the United
States.
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TABLE 15.3

/

Timeline of Adelaide Abankwah Case

July 1996

Abankwah’s mother dies

Later in 1996

Abankwah moves to Accra

Starting five weeks
later

Dispute over money with employers, who contact people in
Abankwah’s village; fearing people from village will come, she
leaves

March 29, 1997

Arrives in the U.S.; on illegal entry, sent to NY detention
center

June 1997

Narymsky, attorney for Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, takes
case

September to
October 1997

Immigration hearings, Otumfuor testimony and affadavits submitted, pleas for asylum and withholding of deportation
denied

Spring 1998

Women’s Commission for Refugee Women and Children, celebrities, and media draw attention to the case and begin campaign
(Marie Claire article in May)

July 1998

Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) denies appeal

August 1998

Appeal filed with Second Circuit Court of Appeals

Spring 1999

Campaign by Equality Now; Jonathan Rauchway, new lawyer for
appeal, recruited by Women’s Commission for Refugee Women
and Children; internet and letter campaigns; protests by immigrant rights groups and NY legislators; media coverage; joint
visit to detention center by Kassindja and Steinem; press conferences held by NOW-NYC; NY legislators write to Attorney General and hold press conference

May 3, 1999

Second Circuit Court case argued

July 9, 1999

Second Circuit Court decision reverses appeal (sending it back
to BIA)

August 1999

Asylum granted by BIA

December 2000

Further INS investigation finds “Abankwah” to be false identity
and her claims to be fraudulent

Source: Author’s compilation.
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TABLE 15.4

/

Actors and Arenas in the Kassindja Case

Home Countries (In Togo)
Locations:
Kpalimé (and Koussountou in later developments)—towns in northern Togo
Lomé, capital of Togo
Family and communities:
Tchamba-Koussountou people
Kassindja family (father, mother, father’s brother, father’s sister, sister all
named or interviewed)
Husband-to-be (named)
National government, NGOs, and organizations:
No law in Togo against female genital operations
Officials report no request for aid in such a case yet, though constitutional
provision ensuring physical integrity could be applied (Dugger 1996b)
Media:
Little coverage in Togo (Dugger 1996b)
Euro-American Countries (In Germany)
Kassindja spent several months in Germany, befriended by German woman,
and bought passport there
Euro-American Countries (In the United States)
National government, NGOs and Organizations:
Immigration and Naturalization Service (including Board of Immigration
Appeals)
Initial law firm where Miller Bashir got involved in the case
Equality Now (letter campaign, contacts with politicians and media)
International Human Rights Clinic (of American University)
Congressional representatives (Pat Schroeder and others)
Attorney general (letters addressed to)
Media:
Newspapers: Washington Post, New York Times, Los Angeles Times and others
Television:
Nightline, CNN International
Public figures and celebrities:
Gloria Steinem (see also congressional representatives)
Crossing Togo–United States
Family:
Cousin in United States hires first lawyer
(Table continues on p. 324.)
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/

Continued

National governments and NGOs:
U.S. Embassy in Togo—interviews family & groom; sends recent study
showing highest incidence of genital cutting in Kassindja’s ethnic group
Office for Protection and Promotion of the Family (in Ministry for the
Promotion of Women and for Social Services)—talked with Kassindja’s
father’s brother at embassy’s request
Media:
New York Times reporter Dugger travels to Togo for follow-up story
International campaigns
Exhibits include material produced by international campaigns (for example,
Toubia, published by Rainbo, distributed by Women Ink)
Source: Author’s compilation.

Media coverage of Oluloro, Kassindja, and Abankwah also shows decreasing
representation of the cases and circumcising practices as contested and debated.
Stories about Oluloro in the New York Times and Time mention both larger debates
about genital operations and disagreements specific to the case. Coverage of
Kassindja’s case makes clear that family disagreements existed; Dugger’s (1996b)
follow-up quotes several people who believe the practice is right and important.
In Abankwah’s coverage, however, the contested nature is largely absent or
muted. This might be related to Abankwah’s description of genital cutting as
punishment. This also might indicate a shift in U.S. public understanding that
has come with increasing coverage and familiarity with the debates, especially
the well-advertised standpoint of campaigns against genital modification. The
starting point for Abankwah coverage, then, seemed not to be the debates and
disagreements—ongoing in home countries and immigrant communities overseas—but a certain position in those debates.
This shift in the extent to which genital modification is portrayed as contested
had parallels in court hearings as well. The Kassindja case included an exchange
on reasons for female circumcision that mirrors one impasse between conflicting
cultural values and outlooks prominent in the larger debates, but here Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) general counsel was in the position of
explaining cultural and moral beliefs he did not hold when asked by the Board
of Immigration Appeals (BIA), “Does the Government have a view as to why
FGM is imposed?” (In Re: Kasinga 1996a, 17–18).
INS: Well, no. I mean, it is part of a cultural practice there. It’s not necessarily for us to try to justify. We are trying to submit—
BIA: Well, I’m not asking you to justify it. I’m asking you does the Government have a position as to why this cultural practice is imposed?
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Actors and Arenas in the Abankwah Case

Home countries (in Ghana)
Locations:
Village in central Ghana (usually unspecified; named as Briwa in INS
transcript)
Accra, capital of Ghana
Family and communities:
Nkumssa people
Abankwah’s family (mother, grandmother [Mother’s Mother? Father’s Mother?],
elders—no specific names or backgrounds)
Family of a friend in Accra (unspecified name and circumstances)
Employer in Accra (unspecified name)
National government, NGOs, and organizations:
Law passed in Ghana in 1994 against female genital cutting
Media:
Newspapers: The Ghanaian Chronicle (other articles reported)
Euro-American countries (in the United States)
National government, NGOs, and organizations:
Immigration and Naturalization Service (including Board of Immigration
Appeals)
Second Circuit Court of Appeals
Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (lawyer for first hearings)
Women’s Commision for Refugee Women and Children (recruited lawyer for
federal appeal and sought initial media attention)
Orrick, Herrington, and Sutcliffe—“prestigious law firm” in New York
(lawyer for federal appeal)
Equality Now
NOW-NYC
Congressional representatives (Charles Schumer, Carolyn Maloney, and
others)
Attorney general (letters addressed to)
Media:
Newspapers and magazines: Marie Claire, New York Times, Washington Post,
Newsday, Village Voice, Ms.
Television: WWORTV
Public figures and celebrities:
Gloria Steinem, Vanessa Redgrave, Julia Roberts, Rosalyn Carter (see also
congressional representatives)
(Table continues on p. 326.)
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Continued

Crossing Ghana and United States
Ghanaians living in United States:
Victoria Otumfuor and Kwabena Danso Otumfuor (befriend and testify for
Abankwah as expert witnesses)
International campaigns
Exhibits include material from Ranbo (Research, Action, and Information
Network for the Bodily Integrity of Women) and country-specific reports
from State Department
Source: Author’s compilation.

INS: No, we—we do not. But we—we are at a loss to come up with a
reason that would be regarded as legitimate and—and that’s another reason why this particular circumstance—the practice should be regarded as
meeting the threshold of—of shocking the conscience.
BIA: Well, some of the background evidence in front of the Immigration
Judge, for example, characterize FGM as a form of sexual oppression based
on manipulation of women’s sexuality in order to assure male dominance
and exploitation. Does the Government disagree with that?
INS: Well, we indicated in our brief that—that there are important sociological insights and descriptions of that kind. We do not think that it’s
necessary for us to take a position on that one way or another. We suggest
in particular that we are not—that the Board is not required to analyze the
practice in those particular terms. Certainly, there’s an element of that—of
exactly what that description is—and again, it’s our position that there is
no particular reason that our society is prepared to regard as legitimate—
that entails it even as a practice.
In rebuttal, Kassindja’s lawyer stated her position emphatically: “there is
much evidence in the record to explain the reason why FGM is inflicted . . . the
practice of FGM is purely for the purpose of gender subjugation and the perpetuation of social injustice” (In Re: Kasinga 1996a, 23).16
The contested nature of genital modification was indicated, but the real question in court was not whether it was deplorable but whether this case fit the
framework of asylum law: Could Kassindja be defined as a member of a social
group suffering persecution? A new “shocks the conscience” test was INS counsel’s effort to grapple with questions of intentionality—a point of cultural contention and misunderstanding in broader debates and central to objections to the
term female genital mutilation.
The advantages seen by the Service [INS] of this test evidently include: 1)
the ability to define FGM as “persecution” notwithstanding any lack of
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